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determine whether the hospitals drew patients from the same
or from different areas. 

Instead, the Commission Opinion relied on the fact that
the hospitals had raised prices “substantially and immediate-
ly” following the merger, and concluded that the geograph-
ic market included only the three hospitals now combined as
a result of the merger. In essence, the Commission Opinion
looked to evidence of competitive effects to define the geo-
graphic market at issue. The question remains whether this
approach can be used when considering unconsummated
mergers prospectively, or whether this approach may be used
only when consummated mergers are reviewed after the fact,
and only when there is a finding of supracompetitive pricing
following the merger.

Second, while the Commission found that the merger
violated Section 7, it did not order divestiture. Instead, it
ordered a non-structural remedy that requires the merged
hospitals to negotiate future contacts separately. 

Background
In August 2002, then-FTC Chairman Muris announced the
creation of the Merger Litigation Task Force.2 Its stated pur-
pose was to target completed (and previously unchallenged)
hospital mergers for retrospective review. Chairman Muris
stated that this retrospective inquiry was intended to enable
the Commission to “update prior assumptions about the
consequences of particular transactions and the nature of
competitive forces in health care” based on “real-world infor-
mation.” 3 It was reported that the FTC reviewed a number
of consummated mergers as part of this effort, and that at
least four were under serious consideration for challenge.4

In the end, the FTC issued one Administrative Complaint
seeking to “unwind” the acquisition of Highland Park Hos-
pital (Highland Park) by Evanston Northwestern Healthcare
Corp. (ENH), a relatively small hospital system operating in
the Chicago suburbs that was comprised of two hospitals,
Evanston and Glenbrook. 

These three hospitals are located in an affluent suburb of
Chicago and form a geographic triangle, with Lake Michigan
as its eastern boundary. Evanston is a 400-bed facility,
Glenbrook is a 125-bed facility, and Highland Park is a
125–200-bed facility. While Glenbrook offers only somewhat
limited primary and secondary services, Evanston and
Highland Park offer a full range of primary and secondary
services, with Evanston also offering tertiary services. Several
other nearby hospitals (including Advocate Lutheran
General, Rush North Shore, and Northwestern Memorial
hospitals) all closely resemble Evanston in the number of
beds and in the services offered. In addition, according to the
Commission Opinion, at least “nine hospitals [ ] are closer to
Evanston, Glenbrook, or Highland Park than they are to
each other.”5 These nearby hospitals include the three tertiary
care institutions listed above.

The FTC reviewed the merger before it was consummat-
ed, as part of its Hart-Scott-Rodino premerger review process,
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AS THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
prepared to issue its Opinion in the Evanston/
Highland Park hospital merger case, several
questions were circulating among antitrust prac-
titioners who followed the case closely: Would

the Commission uphold the Administrative Law Judge’s find-
ing that the merger violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act? If
so, would the Commission order divestiture of the acquired
hospital, given that the merger had been consummated for
over seven years ? And in the process, would the Commission
clarify the ALJ’s analysis and provide further refinement of
the antitrust analysis of hospital mergers, as was envisioned
by former FTC Chairman Timothy J. Muris when he initi-
ated the retrospective review of consummated hospital merg-
ers back in 2002? 1

In a straightforward and thorough Opinion authored by
Chairman Deborah P. Majoras, the Commission provided
answers to these questions. But they were not necessarily the
answers some expected. 

For the most part, the Commission’s merger analysis was
based on well-established precedent. The Commission, how-
ever, departed from precedent in two important ways. First,
the Commission departed from precedent in its approach to
geographic market definition. In its Opinion, the Commis-
sion adopted complaint counsel’s view that the relevant geo-
graphic market should not be defined by the traditional
methods—by measuring the distances between and among
area hospitals, comparing the services provided by the area
hospitals, and thoroughly analyzing patient flow data to
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and allowed it to proceed. ENH had been operating as an
integrated hospital system for over four years prior to chal-
lenge by the FTC. 

Once the Complaint was issued, the case proceeded
through the FTC’s administrative litigation process, which
took over three-and-a-half years. Discovery began in February
2004, and proceeded for over twelve months. The trial before
the ALJ was held over several weeks. In October 2005, the
ALJ issued his Initial Decision,6 finding that the merger vio-
lated Section 7 of the Clayton Act, and ordered the divesti-
ture of Highland Park. The ALJ’s Decision was appealed by
ENH to the Commission, which issued its Opinion on
August 6, 2007. 

Traditional Analysis
As with mergers in other industries, the traditional approach
to analyzing hospital mergers has involved defining the rele-
vant markets and determining whether anticompetitive
effects are likely to result from the merger in those markets.
In the majority of past hospital merger cases, the relevant
product market has been defined to include “general acute
inpatient hospital services.” 7 Such services have been viewed
as a discrete set of hospital functions for which other services
are not reasonably interchangeable. 

A central focus in hospital merger cases has involved defin-
ing the relevant geographic market. Geographic market
analysis has traditionally relied upon quantitative and empir-
ical analyses of where patients can turn in the event of an
anticompetitive price increase, along with the testimony of
market participants and the merging parties’ contemporane-
ous business documents.8 One important piece of empirical
evidence in hospital merger analysis has been patient origin
and flow data—meaning data collected by hospitals and
insurance companies that reflect where hospital patients live
and how far they have traveled to obtain hospital services. 

In addition, several courts have applied the Elzinga-
Hogarty test 9 to patient flow data to determine the strength
of candidate geographic markets.10 If, for example, the E-H
test shows a significant portion of patients “flow” outside of
or migrate into a candidate geographic market to obtain hos-
pital services, courts have determined that the relevant geo-
graphic market should include those more distant hospitals. 

Once the relevant markets have been established, as with
other industries, the courts and the antitrust agencies have
turned to analyzing possible anticompetitive effects. The
Merger Guidelines recognize two theories of “potential adverse
competitive effects of mergers”: coordinated effects and uni-
lateral effects. The theory of coordinated effects is concerned
with the possibility that the merger may encourage or facili-
tate a “[c]oordinated interaction . . . by a group of firms,”
through either “tacit or express collusion,” to raise prices or
restrict output.11 Unilateral effects analysis is concerned with
the monopolistic power of the merged entity and its ability
“unilaterally” to elevate price and suppress output.12 This
may result when the merging parties are each other’s next best

substitute, so that the merger eliminates the pricing con-
straint that each merging party presented for the other. 
Both theories have been used to analyze hospital mergers,
with unilateral effects theory used more often due to the
heterogeneity of hospital services.13

In addition, as with other industries, the efficiencies like-
ly to result from the hospital merger are measured and eval-
uated, along with the parties’ defenses. And the traditional
remedy in hospital merger cases, as with most mergers, is
divestiture of either the acquired assets or the overlapping
assets of the acquiring party.

The Commission Opinion
In its Opinion, the Commission unanimously affirmed the
ALJ’s Decision that the acquisition of Highland Park by
ENH violated Section 7. The Commission Opinion held
that the merger enabled ENH to exercise market power in the
traditional market for “general acute care hospital services”
and thereby raise prices to supracompetitive levels. In doing
so, the FTC found that the merged hospitals were each oth-
ers’ closest substitutes.14

Interestingly, Commissioner J. Thomas Rosch, in his con-
curring opinion, viewed the question of whether the merged
hospitals were each other’s next best substitutes somewhat
differently. He saw the hospitals as competing with one
another not only as separate, individual hospitals, but also as
key providers in health care networks created by health insur-
ance companies. Commissioner Rosch argued that the merg-
er eliminated competition between Evanston and Highland
Park to be included in such networks to serve area patients.15

This analysis of competition among networks in hospital
mergers appears to be somewhat similar to the arguments the
court rejected in the Long Island Jewish hospital merger.16

There, the Department of Justice argued that the merging
hospitals were competing “anchors” for insurance companies’
networks, making the effect of the merger more pronounced. 

The Commission Opinion next turned to the parties’
econometric evidence regarding post-merger pricing. ENH’s
experts found that prices had increased between 9 to 10
percent following the merger, and complaint counsel’s expert
found that prices had increased between 11 to 18 percent.17

The Commission concluded that the post-merger price
increases demonstrated that ENH had market power as a
result of the acquisition.18 The Commission reasoned: 

[T]he merging parties’ contemporaneous business assess-
ment about the transaction’s competitive effects, complaint
counsel’s and respondent’s econometric analyses of ENH’s
post-merger prices, and portions of the merging parties’ and
MCOs’ testimony—demonstrate on the whole that it is
very likely that the merger enabled the combined firm to
exercise market power.19

Evidence of price increases not only established anticom-
petitive effects, it was also used by the Commission to estab-
lish the relevant geographic market. In doing this, as dis-
cussed in further detail below, the Commission departed
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from traditional analysis of geographic markets in hospital
mergers. 

The Commission Opinion went on to reject ENH’s
defenses, which included the theory that any price increases
that followed the merger were actually the result of learning
through the due diligence process that Evanston was charg-
ing below-market prices before the merger. In other words,
ENH suggested that the Commission’s analysis of the post-
merger price increase was flawed because it was applied to a
lower than competitive price. ENH called its defense “learn-
ing-about-demand.” In the Commission Opinion, this
defense was referred to as a “reverse version of the Cellophane
fallacy.”20 The Commission Opinion rejected this defense on
factual grounds. The Commission stated that ENH’s con-
temporaneous business documents and premerger negotia-
tion strategies did not support this defense. In addition, the
Commission Opinion suggested that: “while not unambigu-
ous, the weight of the evidence suggests that th[e] gap
[between Evanston’s premerger prices and those charged by
Highland Park] did not exist.”21

Finally, the Commission rejected ENH’s argument that
quality improvements that resulted from the merger justified
the higher prices charged post-merger. Instead, the Commis-
sion Opinion held that most of the quality improvements
cited by EHN were not merger-specific, stating that the par-
ties, in the Commission’s view, had either begun most of
theses efforts prior to merging or could have done them
regardless of the merger.22

Rather than ordering ENH to divest Highland Park,
which would have been the traditional remedy in these cir-
cumstances, the Commission ordered ENH to cause each of
its three constituent hospitals to negotiate separately with
insurance companies. To justify this remedy, as discussed
below, the Commission relied on the same post-merger qual-
ity improvements that it had earlier found not to be merger-
specific. 

Geographic Market and Competitive Effects Conflated.
As indicated above, the Commission Opinion’s analysis of the
geographic market at issue departed from the traditional one.
The Complaint defined the geographic market at issue as the
area “directly proximate to the three ENH hospitals.”23 The
ALJ, however, defined the geographic market to include not
only the areas surrounding the three merged hospitals, but
also the areas around four other nearby hospitals, concluding
that “it is highly probable that the four non-ENH hospitals
in the geographic market would have the ability to constrain
prices at ENH, either now or in the future.”24

In rejecting the ALJ’s relevant geographic market, the
Commission pointed out the inconsistency between these
findings and the ALJ’s conclusion that the merger enabled
ENH to exercise market power. A finding that several simi-
lar nearby hospitals were constraining prices could only lead
to a conclusion that the merged hospitals could not exercise
market power, and yet the ALJ had concluded that the merg-
er had in fact resulted in price increases.

Then, instead of turning to the traditional means for
determining geographic market noted above—patient flow
data and other information on patient travel times and usage
of the merging hospitals as compared to surrounding hospi-
tals—the Commission stated: “if complaint counsel has
proven that the significant higher-than-predicted post-merg-
er price increases resulted from market power gained through
the merger, then complaint counsel has correctly defined the
geographic market as the triangle formed by the three ENH
hospitals.” 25

In other words, the Commission Opinion conflated the
geographic market analysis with the competitive effect analy-
ses of the merger, and suggested that when actual competi-
tive effects of a merger can be shown, the relevant geograph-
ic market can be presumed, even if the result is a very narrow
market area consisting of only the merged hospitals. Given
that, as noted above, the hospitals at issue in this case were
in an urban area served by many nearby hospitals, this find-
ing is interesting, to say the least. 

The idea that relevant product markets may be defined
using effects evidence is not new. In FTC v. Staples, Inc.,26 the
court used evidence of anticompetitive effect to define a nar-
row relevant product market—the sale of consumable office
supplies through the superstore channel. Through pricing
evidence, the FTC established that while consumable office
supplies were also sold by independent stationery stores and
certain other large retailers, the sale of such products through
the superstore channel was differentiated and constituted a
relevant market. In essence, the FTC was able to show that
the office-supply superstores priced against one another, and
did not take into account prices charged at other types of
office supplies retailers. 

In contrast, in the Evanston case, the Commission used
post-merger price increases to establish the geographic mar-
ket, which seems less indicative of whether hospitals in a
given area compete with one another. Patients and their
insurance companies evaluate alternative sources for hospital
services based upon a number of factors, including the ser-
vices offered, location, quality and reputation, whether pre-
ferred physicians admit to the hospital, and rates, to some
extent. Relying on post-merger price effects to determine
geographic market boundaries instead of relying on such evi-
dence seems to be bootstrapping—once a significant price
increase was found to have occurred and the parties’ expla-
nations for it were rejected, the Commission Opinion pre-
sumed it could have only occurred because other area hospi-
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tals were not constraining the merged parties, despite the fact
that those hospitals are nearby and offered similar services. 

Patient flow analysis and the E-H test, which have tradi-
tionally been relied upon heavily to define geographic mar-
kets in hospital mergers, was rejected by the Commission. As
the ALJ observed in his Decision, even health insurance
companies in the area used patient flow data to define their
service areas and to determine where patients actually could
and did go for hospital services.27 Again, the Commission
pointed to the evidence of a price effect post-merger as
“almost certain to produce a more reliable determination of
the geographic market than is analysis of patient flow
data.” 28

Complaint counsel called Professor Kenneth Elzinga as a
witness on this issue, and the Commission Opinion relied on
Professor Elzinga’s conclusion that using patient flow analy-
sis was “uninformative” about whether it would be profitable
for merging hospitals to raise prices.29 The Commission
Opinion pointed to Professor Elzinga’s “‘silent majority fal-
lacy’” and the “‘payor problem,’” both of which, according to
the Commission Opinion, undermine the reliability of
patient travel patterns between and among hospitals.30 This
finding will likely have a lasting effect on the extent to which
the Elzinga-Hogarty test will be used in the geographic mar-
ket analysis of future hospitals mergers. 

One question that remains is whether the Commission
Opinion’s analysis of geographic market can be applied to
mergers considered during the Hart-Scott-Rodino review
period, prior to their consummation. Here, where the trans-
action was challenged post-merger, the Commission found
much more certain evidence of what it believed to be anti-
competitive effects from the merger in the form of price
increases. Moreover, the Commission was in a much better
position to assess ENH’s defenses. It had the benefit of the
passage of time to review all of the relevant issues related to
these defenses, including the contemporaneous business doc-
uments surrounding price negotiations, the impact of the
quality improvements, as well as the ability to hear from the
market participants on such issues. As the old adage goes,
“hindsight is 20/20.” 

Using this analysis when evaluating mergers before they
are consummated, however, where the competitive effects
analysis is limited to speculation about the merging firm’s
likely behavior post-merger, would seem to be much more
difficult. Thus, it could be argued that this new approach
employed in the Commission Opinion will have little bear-
ing on pre-consummation hospital merger analysis in the
future. 

The Remedy
In fashioning its remedy, the Commission essentially adopt-
ed ENH’s proposed remedy. ENH had suggested that if the
Commission found liability, it should not order divestiture,
as the ALJ had done, but instead require each of the merged
hospitals to negotiate and maintain separate contracts with

health insurance plans (referred to in the FTC’s and ALJ’s
opinions as “managed care organizations” or “MCOs”). The
Commission stated:

While not ideal, this remedy will allow MCOs to negoti-
ate separately again for these competing hospitals, thus re-
injecting competition between them for the business of
MCOs. Further, ENH should be able to implement the
required modifications to its contract negotiating proce-
dures in a very short time. In contrast, divesting Highland
Park after seven years of integration would be a complex,
lengthy, and expensive process.31

While the Commission acknowledged that this was not
“ideal,” the real question is whether it was practicable at all.
For example, negotiations between health insurance compa-
nies and hospitals are often contentious and can include
stalemates that lead to threatened or actual terminations.
The Commission’s guidance on how ENH is to implement
this process did not seem to contemplate such stand-offs.
And given that the FTC will be monitoring Order compli-
ance, having the Commission operate somewhat as a party to
negotiations is also not necessarily “ideal” for ENH, the
insurance companies, or the Commission. 

The Commission went on in its Opinion to justify its
departure from the long-held precedent that structural reme-
dies are preferred for Section 7 violations. It stated that 

our rationale for not requiring a divestiture in this case is
likely to have little applicability to our consideration of
the proper remedy in further challenge to an unconsum-
mated merger, including a hospital merger. . . . 

Nor will our reasoning here necessarily apply to consider-
ation of the appropriate remedy in a future challenge to a
consummated merger, including a consummated hospital
merger.32

The fact that the Commission accepted ENH’s solution begs
the question of whether this remedy had been proposed and
rejected previously, and if so, why it was accepted at this
point in the litigation. Thus, in imposing this non-structur-
al remedy, the Commission left many unanswered questions. 

In outlining its remedy, the Commission required ENH
to work with it to implement the remedy, which ENH did
in its “Submission in Explanation and Support of its
Proposed Final Order.”33 ENH proposed an order that
included details on the negotiating teams, a dispute resolu-
tion process, and a proposal for a third-party trustee to mon-
itor the negotiations.34 Given that this process is underway,
the time for ENH to appeal the FTC’s Opinion has not run.

Conclusion
While seven years have ensued between the consummation
of the merger and the Commission Opinion, including over
three years of administrative litigation, the Commission
Opinion seems to reflect many of the same legal principles
that what were well-accepted and in use prior to its challenge.
Thus, Chairman Muris’s goal in launching retrospective
reviews of hospital mergers may not have been fully realized. 
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At least two exceptions stand out as changes that practi-
tioners need to take into account when counseling hospital
clients—the Commission’s approach to geographic market
analysis and its remedy. Yet, the question remains whether
this analysis and the remedy are the result of a unique oppor-
tunity to look back, seven years after consummation of the
merger, and assess the effects of the merger. 

Other areas may also be of interest to practitioners. First,
the Commission Opinion represents a comprehensive rejec-
tion of the E-H test in hospital mergers. Though the use of
this test had been largely abandoned as a means for deter-
mining geographic markets, practitioners should be even less
likely to present E-H test results in court or before the
antitrust agencies. The use of patient flow and origin data,
utilized not through the E-H test, but as a means of con-
ducting critical loss analysis and determining whether hos-
pitals are serving patients from the same or from different
areas, remains an open question that the Commission
Opinion did not address. 

Second, hospitals and their counsel should not take for
granted that nearby hospitals will be viewed as constraining
forces when evaluating potential mergers. Potential merging
hospitals will also have to consider Commissioner Rosch’s
analysis of provider network formation when considering
the likely unilateral effects of a merger and take into account
their positions in such.

These developments, along with the geographic market
analysis and remedy, are what is “new” post-Evanston.�
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